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At Oscar Riera Ojeda Publishers we have one clear
mission: we are determined to make a substantial cultural
contribution with each one of our books. We are an
international team of designers, writers, editors and industry
professionals with an extensive record of accomplishment,
who are committed to the advancement of knowledge in
various fields of design and the production of quality books
as creative artifacts.
We believe that architecture and design are critically
important disciplines that effect every aspect of our lives
on scales ranging from the monumental to the personal.
We equally believe that the ideas enshrined in these disciplines
must be communicated to as wide an audience as possible,
in the most articulate and coherent manner possible.
Architects and designers are only as good as their ideas
and, given that they shape homes, neighborhoods, cities
and entire countries, changing and improving lives even as
they provoke and cause controversy, they should be given
an appropriate medium for them to be heard, considered
and discussed. We want to provide this medium. Although
we have our own vision and direction, our role as publishers
is to give equal exposure to a wide variety of ideologies and
philosophies that consistently and intelligently aim to respond
to the realities and issues that affect the world we live in.
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Amass
Pressure Thickness Media
The work of plusClover

PRESSURE THICKNESS MEDIA
THE WORK OF PLUSCLOVER

Introduction by Albert Pope
Essay by Clover Lee
Epilogue by Heather Roberge

AMASS

Amass makes a case for architectural experiments with massing.
By understanding architecture as a collection of interrelationships
between multiple masses, the work of plusClover uses pressure,
thickness and media – the core subjects of this book – to facilitate
differing degrees of coherence. By tabulating selected projects
under these three categories of massing, this book demonstrates
new possibilities in massing that move beyond the singular object
towards multiplicity of effects. Amass unfolds the process – from
bounding box diagrams to construction photos - through which the
projects were conceived, explored and detailed.

PRESSURE THICKNESS MEDIA
THE WORK OF PLUSCLOVER

The work of plusClover
straddles the territory
between mass and weight,
complex and generic,
high tech and no tech.
This book provides
a framework for the
relationships between
these polarities, situating
them in the community
of ideas among the
visual arts, the profession
of architecture, and
academic spheres.

•
•
•
•
•
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A selection of visually unique architecture and design projects by plusClover in Hong Kong, London and the US
Explores spatial effects of pressure, thickness and media through a series of built projects
Expands on the traditional definition of mass as a singular object towards multiplicity of effects
A step by step guide to how bounding box diagrams are used to design
Includes construction drawings showing how complex geometry is translated into construction
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Extensive photo documentation of the built projects
foregrounds the focus on massing effects. Although
the final product does not make explicit the behindthe-scenes design technique, the meticulously
developed process included in this book, brings to
light the way in which the geometry is generated and
translated into construction documents.
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Chancery Lane
BEDMaR & SHi - Masterpiece Series
Introduction by Byron Hawes
Epilogue by Justin Hill
Photography by Claudio Manzoni
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

Evocative of the simple, open
structures of times past, yet
possessed of a modernity of
spirit perfectly in keeping with
contemporary life.

‘Patio, channel of sky/The patio is the window/Through which God watches souls/The patio is the slope/Down which the sky flows into the
house/Serene’ - Jorge Luis Borges
BEDMaR & SHi’s Chancery Lane is the apotheosis of their ongoing interaction with a new language of tropical residential architecture.
Evocative of the simple, open structures of times past, yet possessed of a modernity of spirit perfectly in keeping with contemporary life.
Set around an open courtyard space, with a series of demarcated private abodes, Chancery Lane perfectly embodies the tenets of personal
privacy heightened and brought together through shared experience. Subtle and serene, this is a residence born of a coalescence between
the environmental, the aesthetic, and the spatial. A true gem.

• Behind the scenes at a seminal example of BEDMaR & SHi’s tropical modernism
• Comprehensive examination, including construction documents, sketches, plans, and interior and exterior photography
• Stunning original photographs by Claudio Manzoni
• A must-have publication for those intending to design or build a contemporary house in tropical environments
• In-depth essay exploring the work and inspirations of BEDMaR & SHi
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Set around an open courtyard space, with a series of
demarcated private abodes, Chancery Lane perfectly
embodies the tenets of personal privacy heightened
and brought together through shared experience.
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Hyperirrealism
Digital Sketching | Ale Girá
Authored by Ale Girá

hyperirrealism
Digital Sketching | Ale Girá

Hyperirrealism suggests
architecture should
produce knowledge that
integrates differences,
even from opposing and
disparate perspectives.

Hyperirrealism is a merger of the disciplines of science and art for research in architecture. Hyperirrealism embodies architectural design that
blends architecture, sculpture, digital imaging, mathematics and aesthetics simultaneously. Hyperirrealism is in pursuit of paired antagonistic
concepts such as simplicity and complexity, systemic and random order, order and chaos, for the generation of 21st Century Architecture.

•
•
•
•
•
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Exploration of new posibilities in architectural and urban planning design for the future
Computer aided design that blends architecture, sculpture, mathemathics and aesthetics simultanously
Chance: randomness as a design basis
Nature-chitecture: nature as primary design inspiration
Digital sketching as an endless self-referential design process
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Hyperirrealism is in pursuit of paired antagonistic
concepts such as simplicity and complexity, systemic
and random order, order and chaos, for the generation
of 21st Century Architecture.
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BEDMaR & SHi
In the Tropics
Volume I – Thirty Years
Volume 2 – Ten Houses | Singapore

Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
Text and Interview by Byron Hawes
Foreword by Ernesto Bedmar
Photography by Albert Lim and Claudio Manzoni

The ability to create stunning
architectural designs while
maintaining an acute awareness
of the surrounding environment
has come to define BEDMaR &
SHi’s work.
This two volume slipcased monograph presents a comprehensive portrait
of the works of Singaporean firm BEDMaR & SHi. Established in 1986,
BEDMaR & SHi is known today as one of the most successful high-end
residential architecture firms in the South East Asia / Pacific region.
Volume One - ‘Thirty Years’ - thoroughly compiles the work done by the firm
across a variety of programmes and scales, including shops & restaurants,
houses & complexes, and shophouses & conversions. Beautifully illustrated with
stunning photographs, sketches, working drawings, and perspectives of 100
extraordinary works, the book also features an in-depth discussion with founder
Ernesto Bedmar, and an introductory essay by the design critic Byron Hawes.
Volume Two - ‘Singapore’ - introduces 10 of the most recent houses
completed by the firm in this invigorated country, offering a unique
understanding of the tenets of tropical residential architecture through
BEDMaR & SHi’s cultural and aesthetic interpretation of the vast socio-cultural
melting pot that is that the majestic Garden City.
Collectively, these two volumes provide a cohesive look at the wide-ranging
output of one of Southeast Asia’s most prolific, and highly respected,
architecture and design firms.

• Volume One highlights 30 years and 100 projects of BEDMaR & SHi’s output across Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, India, and more
• Volume Two provides an in-depth examination of 10 of the firm’s most recent spectacular residences in Singapore
• Rigorous essays explore the firm’s highly influential style of tropical modern architecture
• Photographs by Claudio Manzini and Albert Lim showcase the compositions and landscapes of projects across Southeast Asia and beyond
• The two volumes include a variety of residential projects and programs from shophouse conversions, to beach houses, to pristine city
hideaways as well as restaurants, boutiques, galleries and offices among various commercial projects
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Volume One / Thirty Years - Beautifully illustrated with
stunning photographs, sketches, working drawings, and
perspectives of 100 extraordinary works. The book also
features an in-depth discussion with Ernesto Bedmar.
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Volume Two / Singapore - Introduces 10 of the most recent houses completed by the firm in this invigorated
country, offering a unique understanding of the tenets
of tropical residential architecture.
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Transformations in
Classical Architecture
New Directions in Research and Practice

Edited by Victor Deupi
Preface by Rodolphe el-Khoury
Introduction by Victor Deupi
Essays by Jean-François Lejeune, Rocco Ceo, Victor
Deupi & Eric Firley, Nathaniel Walker, Juan Yactayo,
Andres Duany, Javier Cenicacelaya, Richard John
Postscript by Victor Deupi

A quiet revolution is unfolding in the realm of classical architecture today, as
the environmental, technological, and economic demands of contemporary
practice require levels of efficiency that were never previously expected.
This new wave of modern classicism reflects a progressive approach,
addressing the pressing needs of the present and future fabric of our
cities, towns and landscapes. This book examines how classical - and
traditional - architecture can evolve in relation to new paradigms of research
and practice (digital media and fabrication, sustainability, ecology, and
emerging economies). Based on recent work by leading figures associated
with the University of Miami School of Architecture, and a series of design
studios at the university (the William H. Harrison Visiting Critics in Classical
Architecture), the book redefines the new classical discourse in terms of
popular, professional, and academic appeal.

We use the words classical, and classicism, as frequently
as we use the words modern, and modernism, often in tandem as when we say classic modernism, or modern classicism. Yet despite the broad familiarity that their common
usage implies, arguments on the origins, meanings, and
uses of the terms “classical” and “modern” continue to
proliferate in debates on architecture and visual culture.

• A selection of visually unique architecture and design projects by faculty, students, visitors, and friends of the
University of Miami School of Architecture
• Explores how digital media and fabrication, sustainability, ecology, and emerging economies can shape contemporary classicism
• Expands on the traditional understanding of canonical classicism by exploring heterodox methodologies
• Considers alternative modes of representation that have previously not been part of classical design
• Includes provocative essays that challenge our understanding of what classicism can be
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We really don’t know what the future of
classical architecture will be. It could very
well end up remaining an elite academic
discipline that primarily informs high-end
architectural projects and preservation
efforts around the world. Alternatively, it may
take on new forms and meanings that are
largely unrecognizable or unpredictable.
After all, unpredictability is a reasonably
reliable indicator that something is alive,
sentient, and free.
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Architecture for the Arts
Architecture for the Arts The De Santos & Sicardi Galleries

Architecture for the Arts The De Santos & Sicardi Galleries

The De Santos & Sicardi Galleries
BRAVE / ARCHITECTURE
Foreword by Lars Lerup
Introduction by Fernando Brave, FAIA
Epilogue by Anna Mod

BRAVE / ARCHITECTURE’s current
body of work is epitomized by these two
projects. They mark the beginning and
end of a ten-year search for modern
classicism through the use of minimal
compositional elements, and the return
to basic materiality.

Architecture for the Arts – De Santos & Sicardi Galleries is a unique book that details the thinking and design process behind two, multiple
award-winning and frequently published, commercial art galleries. This book explores the numerous counterpoints between the two
projects, their relevance as part of Houston’s distinctive architectural landscape, and the architect’s commitment to creating space to view
and celebrate art. This volume also explores the relationship between the permanent and the temporary, the built and the displayed, the
design process and the buildings’ function: a true voyage into the poetry that starts with early design concepts and continues through the
use of these two celebrated projects.

• Aimed at art gallery owners, museum curators, collectors, and all students of architecture, even those who simply love the discipline
• A comprehensive examination of two world-renown art galleries, an in-depth book dedicated to the project type
• Amply expressed through sketches, drawings, models, and photographs, covering all stages of design, from conceptualization to full
completion, and into occupancy
• Writings by Dean Emeritus of Rice University School of Architecture, Lars Lerup; principle architect, Fernando Brave, FAIA; and Architectural
Historian, Anna Mod
• Professional architectural photography by Paul Hester, Luis de Santos, Julie Pizzo, and others
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Doing architecture by reduction rather than by the
addition of parts, the firm is not inspired by design
through collaging or assemblage of compositional
elements as much as it is by the simple manipulation of solids resulting in optimal space and a
sensible utilization of site.
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Coral Gables and Rome
The Drawings of

THOMAS
A. SPAIN

Coral Gables and Rome
The Drawings of Thomas A. Spain
Edited by Steven Fett & Edgar Sarli
Transcribed Lecture by Jorge Hernandez

The common thread of the work
in the series is the contrast
between the natural landscapes
and the man-made landmarks
that define Coral Gables.

School of Architecture, University of Miami

Thomas A. Spain, architect, recently retired from the University of Miami School of Architecture, where he’d been a faculty member since
1966. His enormous talent and unwavering devotion to teaching design and drawing have left an indelible impact on the students he taught
over the past two generations. Especially known on campus for his drawings of Rome, through his almost yearly visits from 1991 to 2014
with his students, Spain’s extensive and brilliant collection of work focuses on memorable locations, revisited and redrawn over the years.
The work demonstrates how time and acute observation lead to new ways of seeing, while revealing the circumstantial relationship between
author, subject and medium.

• The book is an invitation to explore Rome and Coral Gables through the eyes of Thomas A. Spain
• The drawings of Coral Gables are dynamic. Existing landmarks are composed, sometimes juxtaposed in time, in imaginary views, providing
a totally new understanding of the place and its history
• The drawings of Rome are static. Spain has the ability to compress the long history of the city into an instant, and present it to his audience
• Published for the first time, a collection of preparatory sketches, allows the reader to immerse into the author’s careful and laborious process
• In one of the few interviews given by Spain, he candidly shares relevant experiences as well as his carefully developed drawing technique,
compositional rules and preferences
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In the pencil drawings, place powerfully informs
the work as the intense sunlight of South Florida is
beautifully rendered through soft edges and deep
shadows. In the watercolor series, unexpected attention is given to utilitarian parts of buildings contrasting with the more recognizable front façades,
resulting in provocative, idealized compositions.
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Studio 804
An Architectural Experience

Introduction and text by Dan Rockhill
(Developed from interviews by David Sain)

Project by project I share the way we
operate. There are examples of how the
students approach the work, the methods
of design and design development and the
day to day engagement with the various
institutional and community bodies that
can often make or break a project. It is not
just a book about design, or an educational
model, it is also a book about the hard work
and determination it takes for anyone to
produce architecture that not only teaches
but inspires students as well as the public.
Founded in 1995 by Dan Rockhill, Studio 804 is a non-profit organization and a full-year design studio for graduates that finds its momentum at the
intersection of contemporary architecture’s most topical concerns: sustainability, affordability and education. The studio has produced 23 projects
to date, including 10 LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Platinum level buildings and 3 Passive House certified projects.
These projects support a rich mix of uses: spaces for both private and communal use and engagement; spaces for leisure and for learning.

• In addition to presenting nearly twenty-five years of Studio 804 projects, this book is Dan Rockhill’s first personal account of the
development of a unique educational program he created
• Project by project this book describes the way the self-funded studio program came to be managed and the value it brings to students
hungry for hands-on experience that enables them to finally synthesize their education and ultimately become better architects
• Dan Rockhill shares the methods of design and how he inspires the student-builders through out the completion of each project
• A design and building program committed to the continued research and development of sustainable, affordable, and inventive building solutions
• In the end this is not just a book about summarazing graduate education in architecture but an entrepreneurial model for graduate programs
in other disciplines seeking independence from traditional but dwindling funding sources
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After 21 projects Studio 804 is a not-for-profit
501(c)3 corporation that operates as a full-year studio. It is a fully synthesized educational experience
that focuses on the research and development of
inventive building solutions that address pressing
issues that face the built environment. Over the last
decade, the emphasis has been the future of sustainable design and how new and emerging technologies can be combined with passive strategies
to create the type of zero energy, resource neutral
buildings that are likely to soon be necessary.
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F I G U E R A S P O L O S TA B L E S
ESTUDIO RAMOS

Figueras Polo Stables
Estudio Ramos - Masterpiece Series
Introduction by Byron Hawes
Epilogue by Juan Ignacio Ramos
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
Photography by Oberto Gili, Daniela Mc Adden, Matias Lix Klett and Celeste Najt

Estudio Ramos’ Figueras
Stables is just such a place;
a respite from the everyday
possessed of a deep-seated
relationship with its environment and an intuitive sense
of purpose.

Some architectural endeavours require more than designed beauty. Their
purpose, in and of itself, requires repose, serenity, poetry. Estudio Ramos’
Figueras Stables is just such a place; a respite from the everyday possessed
of a deep-seated relationship with its environment and an intuitive sense of
purpose. 3850sq/m of stables are articulated in a long, volumetric space
of mixed-use. Social spaces abut grooming and training facilities, sloped
land ramps to a roof planted with wild grass, sheathing the building within
its surroundings. Water, that universal symbol of life, purity, and harmony,
is used to connect and articulate spaces. Much more than an aesthetic
masterwork, Figueras Stable is a structure quietly and elegantly assisting a
calling. One that Cormac McCarthy called ‘seeing into a creature’s soul and
soothing the wounds found there. Secrets uttered softly into troubled ears’.

• Comprehensive examination of Figueras Stables, including construction documents, sketches, plans, and photographs
• Spectacular imagery by world-renowned life-style photographer Oberto Gili, Daniela Mc Adden, Matias Lix Klett and Celeste Najt
• Magnificent look at a truly one of a kind, genre-defying property
• A glimpse into world famous super-model and polo player Nacho Figueras’ stables and polo fields
• In-depth essay examining the work and inspirations of Estudio Ramos
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Much more than an aesthetic masterwork, Figueras
Stable is a structure quietly and elegantly assisting a
calling. One that Cormac McCarthy called ‘seeing into
a creature’s soul and soothing the wounds found there.
Secrets uttered softly into troubled ears’.
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Fluvial Metropolis
Past Visions/Future Imaginaries
Authored by Mario Gandelsonas and Alexandre Delijaicov
Edited by Evangelos Kotsioris

Fluvial Metropolis intends
to bridge the environmental
sciences, the social sciences, architecture, the arts,
and the humanities in innovative ways.

The Fluvial Metropolis initiative was created as a joint University of São Paulo (USP)/Princeton University Strategic Partnership for Teaching and
Research, to conduct a research program on the future of water infrastructure and its potential effects on urban space and form. The initial
object of study was a recent project in São Paulo that proposed a far-reaching intervention in South America’s largest metropolis, the Hidroanel,
a 170-kilometer-long Waterway Ring that sought to radically re-organize the city’s growth. The research network includes scholars from various
disciplines at Princeton and USP, who reflect on the project’s potentials and precedents, including the nineteenth-century canal systems in
the United States. In the process, the initiative seeks to add historical and socio-cultural dimensions to the scientific, technological, and policy
aspects raised by the São Paulo’s Waterway Ring project. Thus, the network intends to bridge the environmental sciences, the social sciences,
architecture, the arts, and the humanities in innovative ways.

• A complete glimpse into the Fluvial Metropolis initiative; a research program on the future of water infrastructure and its potential effects on
urban space and form
• Presents the findings from the University of São Paulo (USP) and Princeton University’s Strategic Partnership for Teaching and Research
• This book aims to bridge the environmental sciences, the social sciences, architecture, the arts, and the humanities in innovative ways
• Writings from architectural scholars Mario Gandelsonas and Alexandre Delijaicov
• Beautifully designed and illustrated softcover presentation is fully bilingual in English and Portuguese
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The Fluvial Metropolis initiative aims to develop new
concepts of water infrastructure that respond to the
emerging demands of twenty-first century urbanization
in contrast to the technocratic management that characterized the twentieth century.
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HOUSE EQUANIMITY / JOSEPH N. BIONDO

HOUSE EQUANIMITY
JOSEPH N. BIONDO

House Equanimity
Joseph N. Biondo - Masterpiece Series
Foreword by Wendy Ornelas
Introduction by Byron Hawes
Epilogue by Joseph N. Biondo
Photography by Steve Wolfe
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
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Biondo has achieved the apogee
of his exploration of ordinary
materials in extraordinary ways.
As he says, ‘To heighten one’s
awareness of a humble material
can be poetic’

Not all masterpieces scream for attention. Some wait with patience,
with composure, for their genius to be felt. Joseph Biondo’s Equanimity
House is just such a work of art; the exceptional, hiding in plain sight.
Born of a tectonic language, the structure is built to coalesce with its
surroundings, becoming one with the rolling topography of its site. A
mature, elegant, considered work of great beauty, Biondo has achieved
the apogee of his exploration of ordinary materials in extraordinary ways.
As he says, ‘To heighten one’s awareness of a humble material can be
poetic’. A sensorial tone poem, this is a house that is felt, rather than
viewed, driving the senses that intuit gravity, temperature, interaction,
texture, and aesthetics.

• Explores Biondo’s formative minimalist residence
• Comprehensive examination, including construction documents, sketches, plans, and interior and exterior photography
• Examines Biondo’s poetic interpretations of humble materials to create great beauty
• Essay by Byron Hawes discusses the influence and interpretation of mid-century modernism and Shaker design principles on the residence
• Features a forward by the great architect Peter Bohlin
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Some wait with patience, with composure, for their
genius to be felt. Joseph Biondo’s Equanimity House is
just such a work of art; the exceptional, hiding in plain
sight. Born of a tectonic language, the structure is
built to coalesce with its surroundings, becoming one
with the rolling topography of its site.
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Cutler Anderson Architects
The Houses

THE HOUSES

Written by James Cutler
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda, Bruce Anderson,
Colleen Red eld and Beth Wheeler

Since its founding in 1977, Cutler Anderson Architects has evolved to
understand that the ultimate objective of any architectural design is to
reveal what is true about all of the circumstances of a project. From place to
program, from materials to shape, all components need to be understood
and designed into a harmonious whole that reveals each component’s
nature. This genuinely rigorous task has been both the focus and the
intellectual stimulant of our practice and, it is hoped, will continue to be our
passion in the future. | This single-minded attitude has led to successful
and award winning projects on three continents. The firm’s staff of fourteen
is currently engaged in both residential and commercial projects throughout
ten states, plus Poland and the Czech Republic. | Our ultimate goal on
every project is to produce projects that are not only beautiful but also
emotionally enlightening.

From place to program, from materials to shape, all
components need to be understood and designed into a
harmonious whole that reveals each component’s nature.

• Comprehensive follow-up to the best-selling monographs of Cutler Anderson Architects
• Highlighting 40 years of architectural projects
• An in-depth examination of the residences of the architect’s of Bill Gates’ legendary house
• Writings from the architects themselves, detailing their architectural vision and processes
• Breathtaking black&white landscape photography by Tom Schworer, highlighting the residences’ locations in multiple chapters (Forest/
Suburbs/Fields/Desert)
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The firm’s staff of fourteen is currently engaged in both
residential and commercial projects throughout ten
states, plus Poland and the Czech Republic. Our ultimate
goal on every project is to produce projects that are not
only beautiful but also emotionally enlightening.
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Environmental Modernism
The Architecture of [STRANG]

Environmental Modernism
The Architecture of STRANG
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
Foreword by Robert McCarter
Introduction by Byron Hawes
Essay by Max Strang
Interview by John T. O’Connor
Principal Photography by Claudia Uribe Touri and Claudio Manzoni

The firm uses each successive project to physically
manifest theories born of Max Strang’s early exposure to
the Sarasota School of Architecture and the modernist
works of Gene Leedy, Paul Rudolph and others who
celebrated the Florida climate, creating contemporary
structures intimately connected to their surroundings.
The work of [STRANG] is beautifully explored in this robust
monograph which highlights the firm’s site-specific and climatedriven designs. The ability to create stunning architectural
designs while maintaining an acute awareness of the surrounding
environment has come to define their work. Under the creative
direction of Max Strang FAIA, the Miami-based firm continues to
advance many of the timeless concepts set forth by the famed
Sarasota School of Architecture. Strang’s early exposure to that
mid-century modernist movement resulted in a deep respect for
structures that are intimately connected to their surroundings as
they celebrate the Florida climate.
This first monograph of Strang’s work contains a collection of
conceptual drawings, text and professional photography that
underscores the ongoing relevance and importance of regional
modernist design. It is the architectural responses to site and
climate that infuse the specific designs with character and identity,
resulting in a uniquely Floridian version of modernism.

• First monograph on the Miami-based, award-winning firm.
• Twelve featured waterfront residences and a chronology section with additional built and unbuilt work.
• Photography by Claudia Uribe Touri, Claudio Manzoni, Ezra Stoller, Gene Leedy, Paul Warchol and others.
• Essay on Florida Modern Architecture by Byron Hawes.
• Other contributions by John T. O’Connor and Max Strang.
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The firm’s many shell-like modern designs, with their
cantilevered roof and floor planes, share the common
characteristic of placing their inhabitants on the horizon
line; situating them in their place and time; unfolding outwards and connecting them to the extended horizontal
landscape; shading them from sunshine while remaining
open to the embrace of the topical climate; and allowing
them to be caressed by the balmy breezes.
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STRANG ARCHITECTURE

RockHouse
STRANG Architecture - Masterpiece Series
Introduction by Byron Hawes
Epilogue by Max Strang
Photography by Claudio Manzoni
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
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Winner of multiple awards, and
fêted in cinema and on television alike, the RockHouse is
one of modern residential architecture’s treasures.
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Architecture is the most transformative of the arts. It surrounds us, envelops
us, caresses us. Despite being located in Miami’s lush urban oasis of
Coconut Grove, Max Strang’s iconic RockHouse transports its occupants
across oceans and realities, into a magically sublime alternative full of
whispers of Bali and Sri Lanka, and echoes of the rich cultural legacy of
India and Southeast Asia. Technically stunning, and formally exceptional,
the house’s interaction with its environment, open-plan, and use of local
materials (in this case, Miami’s local oolitic limestone), is emblematic of
Strang’s philosophy and architectural values of eco-friendly modernism.
Winner of multiple awards, and fêted in cinema and on television alike, the
RockHouse is one of modern residential architecture’s treasures.

• A comprehensive journey through one of Miami’s most iconic regional-modernist homes.
• Numerous architectural sketches, presentation and construction drawings, renderings and photographs covering all stages from
conceptualization to full completion and a decade of use.
• Features insights about the home’s appearance in the film adaption of Miami Vice by acclaimed director Michael Mann.
• Professional architectural photography by Claudio Manzoni, Claudia Uribe-Touri and others.
• Writings by Byron Hawes and Max Strang.
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The different typologies of the work explore authentic
human experience through provocative spatial constructions that attempt to promote an expansive dialogue with our places, our environment, our communities, ourselves, and our time.
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Call to Order
CALL TO ORDER

Sustaining Simplicity in Architecture

Sustaining Simplicity in Architecture

Edited by Carie Penabad
Preface by Rodolphe el-Khoury
Introduction by Carie Penabad
Essays by Jean Francois Le Jeune, Esteban Salcedo,
Katherine Wheeler, Steven Fett, Edgar Sarli
Interviews by Matteo Ghidoni, Nader Tehrani
Postscript by Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk
School of Architecture University of Miami

The book frames and examines
similar resistant practices in
the contemporary architectural
scene and in the context of a
long historical trajectory to tease
out and articulate a cultural
project that is relevant to the
ongoing architectural debate.

Featured Firms
CARUSO ST JOHN ARCHITECTS
2A + P/A
CÚRE & PENABAD
OFFICE OF ADRIAN PHIFFER
SERGISON BATES ARCHITECTS
JOHNSTON MARKLEE
KHOURY LEVIT FONG
MACHADO SILVETTI
NADAAA
OFFICE KERSTEN GEERS
DAVID VAN SEVEREN
PEZO VON ELLRICHSHAUSEN
R & R STUDIOS / ROBERTO BEHAR
& ROSARIO MARQUARDT

CALL TO ORDER, the first in a series of books to be produced by the University
of Miami School of Architecture, is inspired by rappel l’ordre, the post WWI,
European, art movement that rejected the extreme tenets of the avant garde
and its praise of machinery, violence and war, in favour of a renewed interest
in tradition. CALL TO ORDER, suggests a re-grouping and a re-grounding
upon the foundations of the discipline and examines an international group
of architects who are ostensibly rehearsing the ethos of the Neo-rationalist
movement when architects and thinkers converged in their resistance to
what they saw as an erosion of the disciplineby behaviourism and the social
sciences. CALL TO ORDER frames and examines similar resistant practices
in the contemporary architectural scene and in the context of a long historical
trajectory to tease out and articulate a cultural project that is relevant to the
ongoing architectural debate.

PRODUCTORA
CAVEJA STUDIO
LAURENT DE CARNIÈRE
UHO
SALOTTOBUONO
MOS
JAIME CORREA & ASSOCIATES
LOEB SARLI ARCHITECTS
LEDERER RAGNARSDÓTTIR OEI

• Cohesive examination of the highly influential output of the University of Miami School of Architecture
• Multiple academic essays from illustrious professors and thinkers explore the tenets of post-rationalism of the school
• Transcripts of symposia and discussions between professors and highly influential alumni
• First ever compilation volume on Miami radical modernist architecture
• Highlights dozens of projects, both conceptual and built, from students and alumni alike
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CALL TO ORDER, suggests a re-grouping and a re-grounding upon the foundations of the discipline and examines
an international group of architects who are ostensibly rehearsing the ethos of the Neo-rationalist movement when
architects and thinkers converged in their resistance to
what they saw as an erosion of the discipline by behaviorism and the social sciences.
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Harry Seidler: The Exhibition
Organizing, Curating, Designing, and Producing a World Tour
Authored by Vladimir Belogolovsky
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VLADIMIR BELOGOLOVSKY

The book’s focus on a single
touring exhibition is unprecedented; it explores what typical exhibition catalogues miss
entirely – spatial engagement
with the content by the public.
Vladimir Belogolovsky’s Harry Seidler: The Exhibition leaves no
stone unturned in documenting his ongoing, four years in the
making to date, world tour exhibition, Harry Seidler: Painting Toward
Architecture. It examines the blurred boundaries between art and
architecture and how these disciplines inspire one another by
bringing to focus the work of Vienna-born Australian modernist Harry
Seidler and his creative collaborations with a dozen world-renowned
architects and artists. Curator of 20 Seidler exhibitions and author
of Harry Seidler: Lifework (Rizzoli, 2014), Belogolovsky provides
detailed insights into the project from beginning to end: pitching the
initial exhibition idea to the client, developing its concept, arranging
the tour, preparing the content, designing individual exhibitions,
managing installations, presenting the lecture, and initiating new
collaborations and projects. The book’s focus on a single touring
exhibition is unprecedented; it explores what typical exhibition
catalogues miss entirely – spatial engagement with the content
by the public. In its attempt to present various aspects of a single
exhibition the book raises fundamental curatorial issues beyond the
project in question.

• A detailed account of 23 Harry Seidler: Painting Toward Architecture international exhibitions are presented along with dozens of in-progress installation photos.
• Full documentation of the exhibition’s content, the architect’s most complete list of built and unbuilt projects, biography, and a new essay on Seidler’s career.
• Many behind the scenes details about the exhibition’s production, including correspondence between the curator and featured venues.
• A detailed lecture presentation with slides and commentary, and insights about side projects as the curator’s book Harry Seidler: Lifework that includes
designer’s Massimo Vignelli’s hand drawings of selected pages.
• Press coverage and excerpts from opening speeches by distinguished guests add various perspectives and viewpoints on Seidler’s work.
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Belogolovsky provides detailed insights into the project
from beginning to end: pitching the initial exhibition
idea to the client, developing its concept, arranging the
tour, preparing the content, designing individual exhibitions, managing installations, presenting the lecture,
and initiating new collaborations and projects.
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Architectural Association
School of Architecture Visiting School
Edited by Tom Verebes, AAVS Shanghai Director
Preface by Brett Steele, AA Director
Foreword by Christopher Pierce, AA Visiting School Director
Introduction by Tom Verebes, AAVS Shanghai Director

AAVS

2

This compilation accumulatively and
collectively demonstrates the ontological trajectory AAVS Shanghai has
targeted, with the objective to harness, mobilise and respond to the
complex challenges of Chinese urbanization in the twenty-first century.
SHANGHAI TEN FOLIO is the culmination of AAVS’ SH10 SHOW | EVENT | FOLIO, a series of
events which celebrate the tenth consecutive year of the AA Shanghai Summer School. SHANGHAI
TEN has been curated, edited and hosted in 3 parts, including an exhibition (AAVS SH10 | SHOW),
and a symposium event held in Shanghai in July 2016 (AAVS SH10 | EVENT), and this book, AAVS
SH10 | FOLIO. SHANGHAI TEN is an opportunity not only to look back, collate, reflect critically, and
to disseminate the work of the students, tutors, and visitors in the 10 years of the AAVS Shanghai
Summer School. SHANGHAI TEN is the product of a multi-contributor collaboration, comprised
as a composite aggregation from a large design community. Contributions to this book have been
selected from the work of 745 students from 44 countries who have joined AAVS Shanghai from
2007-2016; 36 tutors who have taught in the programme; and over 80 visitors to the programme,
who have given lectures and presentations, attended AAVS symposia, and toured AAVS students
to their built projects, factories and galleries in and around Shanghai. In addition, SHANGHAI
TEN | FOLIO also includes essay contributions from a range of expertise in urbanism; transcribed
conversations from AAVS symposia in 2015 and 2016. SHANGHAI TEN aims to chart pressing
intellectual problematics of this context, their formulations as paradigms related to the conception
and design of urbanism, and their associated experimental design approaches and methodologies.
This compilation accumulatively and collectively demonstrates the ontological trajectory AAVS
Shanghai has targeted, with the objective to harness, mobilise and respond to the complex
challenges of Chinese urbanization in the twenty-first century.

• Essays and Introductions by prominent thinkers in urbanism sharing their reflections on the content of this book.
• Student design work, selected from 745 students from 42 countries who pave participated in the AAVS Shanghai programme from 2007-2016.
• A selection of design projects from visitors to the programme
• A selection of design projects by tutors in the programme.
• Transcribed conversations from AA Symposia from 2015 and 2016.
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Contributions to this book have been selected from
the work of 745 students from 44 countries who have
joined AAVS Shanghai from 2007-2016; 36 tutors who
have taught in the programme; and over 80 visitors to
the programme, who have given lectures and presentations, attended AAVS symposia, and toured AAVS
students to their built projects, factories and galleries
in and around Shanghai.
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Chasing the Sky
20 Stories of Women in Architecture
Introduction by Dean Dewhirst
Foreword by Maryam Gusheh
Edited by Dean Dewhirst

Chasing the Sky is the second
book in the ‘20 Stories’ series,
with each edition featuring different aspects of the architecture
industry.

Chasing the Sky is a book that showcases twenty of Australia’s leading women in architecture. Chasing the Sky is the second book in the ‘20
Stories’ series, with each edition featuring different aspects of the architecture industry.
In Chasing the Sky the concentrated voice of some of Australia’s most dynamic practitioners, and their substantial projects, compel us to strive
for just such possibility; for equitable and vital architectural careers in our immediate reach. Distilled in this volume is a palpable sense of women at
work in architecture, of the joys and challenges of a creative profession and the culture of making.
Common themes and questions run across the volume to reveal commonalities and differences. We hear varied views on education, craft and
technology; on collaboration and inventive processes; on formative influences and entrepreneurship; and, on the relationship between architecture
and society. As acclaimed individuals and as a diverse collective, they offer an incisive glimpse into the richness of contemporary Australian
architecture, of the spirit that galvanizes the profession and cultivates its future buoyancy.

• Showcases 20 of Australia’s finest women architects
• A rare study of exclusively female architects pushing the industry forward
• Detailed study of projects through comprehensive text, photographs, and drawings
• Unique series of ‘Life Lessons’ - thoughts and advice from the architects enclosed
• Forwards from forward-thinking architecture liaison Dean Dewhirst and Iran-born Australian architect Maryam Gusheh
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Common themes and questions run across the volume
to reveal commonalities and differences. We hear varied views on education, craft and technology; on collaboration and inventive processes; on formative influences and entrepreneurship; and, on the relationship
between architecture and society.
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L4 HOUSE
LU C I A N O K R U K

L4 House
Luciano Kruk - Masterpiece Series

Introduction by Carolina Quiroga
Epilogue by Ekaterina Kunzel
Photography by Daniela Mac Adden and Diego Medina
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
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Landscape, aesthetics,
and common sense are
the three axes that direct
the work of Argentine
architect Luciano Kruk.

We wanted the house to lie amid the woods. Landscape, aesthetics,
and common sense are the three axes that direct the work of
Argentine architect Luciano Kruk. This book illustrates in great detail
one of his most representative works: his own summer house. And it
is precisely because it tackles a self-imposed need that his deepest
insights about architecture are condensed in this house. L4 HOUSE
is one of Kruk’s most mature works, one in which he managed to
stretch his esthetic and spatial search to the extreme. The author’s
philosophy and architectural values emerge through a thorough study
of this house. “You learn watching”, Luciano sometimes says. In this
project as in all of his other buildings, Kruk seeks to create essential
spaces where the esthetic pleasures can be enjoyed. His structures
aim to provide a harmonious integration with the landscape, since he
considers houses to be shelters.

• Comprehensive examination, including construction documents, sketches, plans, and interior and exterior photography
• Explores the L4 House, the culmination of many years exploring concrete residential design by Luciano Kruk
• Features original contemporary design sensitive to topography and environment
• Provides an excellent primer for students of architecture on Kruk’s poetic minimalism
• Images transport the viewer to L4 House’s sublime privacy and singularity
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In this project as in all of his other buildings, Kruk
seeks to create essential spaces where the esthetic
pleasures can be enjoyed. His structures aim to provide a harmonious integration with the landscape,
since he considers houses to be shelters.
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The House of the Infinite
Alberto Campo Baeza - Masterpiece Series
Foreword by Annemie Vanbeylen
Introduction by Marc Dubois
Poem by Alejandro Cervilla Garcia
Epilogue by Alberto Campo Baeza
Photography by Javier Callejas Sevilla
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
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We built a powerful podium
in Roman travertine whose
upper horizontal plane
becomes the protagonist
of the space.

We have built the most radical house we have ever made, an infinite
plane facing the infinite sea. A house facing the Atlantic Ocean, at the
water’s edge on a beach in Cadiz, like a piece of earthly paradise,
where the Romans once lived in nearby Bolonia. We built a powerful
podium in Roman travertine whose upper horizontal plane becomes
the protagonist of the space. Inside the podium, underneath this
platform like a temenos, is the house. Above and behind the stony
platform, we have erected stone walls to protect us from the strong
prevailing winds. As if it were an acropolis. A temenos where the gods
descend to converse with humans and toast with Sherry on this plane
on high looking out onto the infinite sea. The house of the infinite.

• Most complete publication ever done on one of Campo Baeza’s most recent masterpieces
• Comprehensive examination, including construction documents, sketches, plans, and interior and exterior photography
• Transports the reader to the house’s magnificent site in Cadiz, Spain
• Essay by Marc Dubois expands upon the great architect’s influences and motivations
• Luminous imagery highlights the extraordinary architecture of one of the all-time great waterfront properties
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We have built the most radical house we have ever
made, an infinite plane facing the infinite sea. A house
facing the Atlantic Ocean, at the water’s edge on a
beach in Cadiz, like a piece of earthly paradise, where
the Romans once lived in nearby Bolonia.
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Rules, line-work, shadows and space
Introduction by Philip Barash
Photography by Dennis Pieprz
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As if collecting postcards
along his journey, Pieprz
framed images not to convey
instructions but to capture
vivid patterns and surprising
juxtapositions, rigorous
geometry and playful shadows.

To most people, tarmac markings are hieroglyphics writ large: an obscure language that greets us as we glide down toward the earth. It
is a code both intimately familiar and radically alien. On the Tarmac reconceives this code. Designer Dennis Pieprz, who spends countless
hours taxiing to distant terminals as part of his work, documented his travels, armed with boundless curiosity and an iPhone. As if collecting
postcards along his journey, Pieprz framed images not to convey instructions but to capture vivid patterns and surprising juxtapositions,
rigorous geometry and playful shadows.
By freeing the tarmac from utility, Pieprz’s photos allow new meanings to emerge, exploring poetry of line work and the ballet of human
activity. They are about catching glimpses of the hyper-local amid relentless globalization. They are about slowing the pace and paying
attention. Most of all, they are about seeking the sublime in the everyday.

• With boundless curiosity and an iPhone Dennis Pieprz captures the “hidden” art behind tarmac line-markings.
• A bold fresh idea in photography and graphics.
• Inspiring images in geometry, form and composition with vivid patterns and surprising juxtapositions.
• Seeking the sublime in the everyday.
• Dennis Pieprz is a Principal at Sasaki, a global design practice based in Boston and Shanghai.
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Pieprz’s photos allow new meanings to emerge,
exploring poetry of line work and the ballet of human
activity. They are about catching glimpses of the
hyper-local amid relentless globalization. They are
about slowing the pace and paying attention. Most of
all, they are about seeking the sublime in the everyday.
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Dialogues in space
Wendell Burnette Architects
Foreword by Tod Williams and Billie Tsien
Essay by Robert McCarter
Introduction by Juhani Pallasmaa
Epilogue by Brian MacKay-Lyons
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

Dialogues in Space: Process and Ideas in the Work of Wendell Burnette
Architects is the ﬁrst multi-project monograph on this American architect’s
selective body of work. The title alludes to the architect’s view that
architecture is a constructed conversation between people, things, and
time. Six singular projects from the architect’s oeuvre are presented indepth through the architect’s own words, drawings, and photography.
Also included is a comprehensive essay by the celebrated architectural
writer/critic Robert McCarter entitled “Crafting Space: Composition and
Construction in the Architecture of Wendell Burnette” that examines the
“thinking and making” process behind the built and unbuilt work across
ﬁfteen years of practice. The different typologies of the work explores
authentic human experience through provocative spatial constructions –
public and private in diverse locales – that attempt to promote an expansive
dialogue with our places, our environment, our communities, ourselves,
and our time. Through extensive research into the “art of building” – the
speciﬁcity of place and locally appropriate construction systems, materials,
craft, and their inﬁnite capacity to transcend mere construction – the work
strives toward an architecture that is at once functional and poetic.

Six singular projects from the architect’s oeuvre are
presented in-depth through the architect’s own words,
drawings, and photography.

• First ever monograph on award-winning architect Wendell Burnette
• Writings from Robert McCarter, Tod Williams, Billie Tsien, Juhani Pallasmaa, and Brian MacKay-Lyons
• 6 spectacular projects examined in great depth, with 50 additional projects from the firm’s history are also included
• Extraordinary depth of discussion on projects from across the globe
• Myriad geographies, typologies, landscapes, and styles are featured
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The different typologies of the work explores authentic
human experience through provocative spatial
constructions that attempt to promote an expansive
dialogue with our places, our environment, our
communities, ourselves, and our time.
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Campo Baeza
Complete Works
Foreword by Richard Meier
Introduction by Jesus Aparicio
Interview by Manuel Blanco
Epilogue by David Chipperﬁeld
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

One of the most unique voices
in contemporary architecture
whose collection of built work
makes a compelling case, with
some help from Hisao Suzuki’s
photography, for the power of
radical simplicity.

This monograph presents one of the most unique voices in contemporary
architecture whose collection of built work makes a compelling case,
with some help from Hisao Suzuki’s photography, for the power of radical
simplicity. Included amongst the projects featured are the Andalucian
Museum of Memory and Caja Granada, two contiguous buildings united
in a quiet yet monumental statement about Granada, and its history,
as well as other instant classics such as the Asencio, Gaspar, and
Turegano houses. All share a basic dedication to simple composition
with unadorned masses and show Baeza’s uncompromising exercise of
disciplined restraint in achieving architectural silence, his laconic answer
to the deafening noise of the contemporary city. The projects explored
in the book span four decades of an international architectural practice.
Contributions by Richard Meyer, Jesus Aparicio, Kenneth Frampton, and
Manuel Blanco offer critical commentary on Baeza’s persistent quest for
beauty and relevance by means of simplicity.

• One of the most comprehensive and detailed monographs ever made covering 40 years of practice
• Extraordinary quality of photography, and substantial amount of process material including sketches, models, working
drawings, and other documents
• More than 100 projects all over the world with 20 of them introduced to their minimal details
• A real collectable piece for the only architect in the world to reach 1.750.000 followers in Flickr
• Outstanding supportive written material by some of the most regarded critics and architects
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The projects explored in the book span four decades
of an international architectural practice.
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The Built Idea
Alberto Campo Baeza
Authored by Alberto Campo Baeza

This book includes a photographic documentation
of Campo Baeza’s greatest
works along with architectural
sketches, plans, and models
to provide a privileged insight
into one of the greatest architectural minds working today.
“Architects reveal the keys to Architecture in their drawings, their ﬂoor
plans, sections and also in their writings. It is important to appreciate the
concise texts of Mies Van der Rohe or the more passionate expressions
of Le Corbusier. And that is how I would like these texts, published here
today, to be understood.” Alberto Campo Baeza (born Valladolid, Spain,
1946) is one of the most important architects of the modern period. The
Built Idea presents a series of seminal texts in which he conveys his most
deeply-held architectural ideas and convictions, exploring and explaining
his foundational inﬂuences and subjects such as the importance of
light, the work of his contemporaries, and the future of architecture, as
well as accounts of his own work and personal anecdotes from a rich
and successful life in architecture. “To use words that express one’s
intentions clearly is not just a convenience for architects. One wants to
let people know the meaning behind the things that are being made. My
aim in publishing these texts is precisely that.” This book also includes a
photographic documentation of Campo Baeza’s greatest works along with
architectural sketches, plans, and models to provide a privileged insight into
one of the greatest architectural minds working today.

• The ultimate collection of the works of the great Alberto Campo-Baeza
• The collective writings of Campo-Baeza are presented for the first time in English
• In-depth examination of the architect’s work, including photography, sketches, plans, construction documents, and models
• A must-have for all students of architecture, from undergrad to working practitioners of the art
• In the legendary architect’s own words, this book provides the ‘key’ to his work
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Architects reveal the keys to Architecture in their
drawings, their ﬂoor plans, sections and also in their
writings. It is important to appreciate the concise texts
of Mies Van der Rohe or the more passionate expressions of Le Corbusier. And that is how I would like
these texts, published here today, to be understood.
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Clear Light
The Architecture of Lauretta Vinciarelli
Essay by Peter Rowe, Camille Farey, Michael Sorkin, and Ida Panicelli
Introduction by George Ranalli
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

“Although much of my work is architectural in character, I do not represent real
spaces. Rather, my work has its origins in the spaces I have abandoned – the mood
of Rome and the landscape of Texas – and the paintings are of spaces I know
that look nothing like what I paint …They are essentially meditations on essences
of architecture like enclosure, surface and light.” Born in Italy in 1943, Lauretta
Vinciarelli passed away in New York in 2011. Trained as an architect in Rome but
a watercolorist by vocation, her works reside in numerous private collections and
among the holdings of prominent institutions, including the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, the National Gallery in Washington DC, and the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art. Noted for their luminous qualities of color and light, her depictions of
imagined spaces open up a world of enclosed rooms, sweeping landscapes, watery
materiality, and atmospheric ephemerality. Describing her work, a noted theorist and
critic once said, “They are not architecture exactly, but evidence that it exists.” This
book brings together paintings from 1981 onwards in the most complete collection
of Vinciarelli’s work to date. It also includes texts from knowledgeable commentators
and for the ﬁrst time presents sketch materials that provide insight into Vinciarelli’s
working methodology. Vinciarelli’s technique often operated at the very limits of her
medium; sometimes even to the point of failure. In these paintings, color is used as a
device for shaping space, with watercolor the chosen medium for its rich portrayal of
light and the conceptual simplicity of the act of mixing paste with water.

Noted for their luminous qualities of color and light, her
depictions of imagined spaces open up a world of enclosed rooms, sweeping landscapes, watery materiality,
and atmospheric ephemerality.

• A crystalline view of the extraordinary architecture-oriented paintings of Lauretta Vinciarelli
• comprehensive examinations of works from architectural designs to paintings and sculpture
• Provides unique perspective on architecture, as this book is a rare opportunity to view architecture through the lens of another creative medium
• Spectacularly designed, using myriad papers, textures, and varnishes to highlight the nature of Ms Vinciarelli’s work
• Truly espouses the intersection between art and architecture
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Describing her work, a noted theorist and critic once
said, “They are not architecture exactly, but evidence
that it exists.” This book brings together paintings from
1981 onwards in the most complete collection of Vinciarelli’s work to date.
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Figures
Essays on Contemporary Architecture
Authored by Rodolphe el-Khoury
Introduction by George Baird

A critical panorama of a global
architectural landscape in rapid
transformation since the 1990s.

The essays consider the contemporary architectural scene from a variety of
perspectives in theory and practice. They include seminal pieces that framed
important debates in the ﬁeld, such as the introduction to the exhibition
catalogue Monolithic Architecture, as well as observations on buildings
and practices from around the world, from Santiago to Beirut to Beijing.
Together, the polemical provocations and interpretive insights construct a
critical panorama of a global architectural landscape in rapid transformation
since the 1990s.The book is divided into three parts. “Polemics” addresses
broad issues and trends with essays that claim a position in current
debates. “Agents” examines the oeuvres of particular architects, with pieces
that situate their work in relation to such debates. “Artifacts” takes on single
buildings, instances where ideas are sedimented into form to situate current
architectural discussions in concrete objects.

• The first comprehensive publication of the writings of the most vital architecture critics in the field
• Essays are pulled from a variety of el-Khoury’s previous books, forming a collection of his most illustrious writings
• Spectacularly compiled volume in hardcover with slipcase
• Truly a must-have book for all serious students of architecture
• Heavily detailed and illustrated to provide examples and context for the writings
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The essays consider the contemporary architectural scene from a variety of perspectives in theory and
practice. They include seminal pieces that framed important debates in the ﬁeld.
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City for City
City College Architectural Center
1995-2015
Preface by Lance Jay Brown
Text & Introduction by Achva Benzinberg Stein

The work was developed
at the request of the effected communities and
undertaken with their full
participation.

City for City presents examples of the work of The City College Architectural
Center over the past ﬁfteen years. The projects selected are grouped under
the categories of exhibitions, visioning exercises, planning and urban design
studies, and also include a few examples of assignments for implementation.
The work was developed at the request of the effected communities and
undertaken with their full participation. The projects were ﬁnanced in various
ways, from pro-bono studies to grant-supported efforts. These grants and
the special support from state and municipal entities enabled the center to
develop the projects in greater depth. City for City illustrates the value of
cooperative community-based work in which both sides learn and share in
the experience. Such interactions offer valuable insights for both students and
faculty not normally found in traditional architectural practices.

• Examines the ways in which neighbourhood associations work with architects to improve cities
• Provides unique insight into ground-level urbanism challenges
• Must have for people interested in the social aspects of architecture
• Projects selected are grouped under the categories of exhibitions, visioning exercises, planning and urban design studies, and also include
examples of assignments for implementation
• Presented in limited edition hardcover with flaps, a fabric cover, and a clamshell box
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City for City illustrates the value of cooperative community-based work in which both
sides learn and share in the
experience. Such interactions
offer valuable insights for both
students and faculty not normally found in traditional architectural practices.
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Surfaced
The Formation of Twisted Structures
The Work of SYSTEMarchitects
Essays by Chee Pearlman, Carolina Miranda, and Paul Chatterton
Contributions by writer, editor, and curator Chee Pearlman, arts journalist Carolina Miranda,
architectural critic Vladimir Belogolovsky, and architectural historian Elisabetta Terragni

The book examines the role of parametric design in the domestic
sphere, and it explores twisted volumes, from large scale structures to
the very surface of the twist itself,
offering a whole new animated direction for architecture.
Architectural structures create the environment in which they are situated, while at the
same time describing that environment. Complex forms, such as the twist, offer the
architect a tool to shape an environment with a visible smoothness that disguises the
space’s complexity and precision. But twisted structures present a double-challenge
for architects and builders. To create such structures, it is necessary not only to design
them, but to design the method of constructing them. For some geometries, it is enough
to take a conventional building method, or an already extant tool, and modify it slightly.
But more often than not, completely new tools and methods need to be ﬁgured out.
This process of re-engineering, rethinking, and re-imagining leads to an increasing and
progressively more intimate awareness of material, texture, and detail. This book charts
the journey of SYSTEMarchitects from the folded geometries of the seminal BURST
house exhibited at MOMA’s renowned 2008 show to the curves, tucks and twisted
spaces that followed. It records ﬁve years of experimentation with pre-fabricated and
iterative techniques, low cost materials, and algorithmic design all in service of projects
made for everyday use. It examines the role of parametric design in the domestic sphere,
and it explores twisted volumes, from large scale structures to the very surface of the
twist itself, offering a whole new animated direction for architecture.

• First ever monograph on SYSTEM architects and their forward-looking work
• Examines the ways in which technology is empowering and changing the world of architecture
• Includes contributions from writer, editor, and curator Chee Pearlman, arts journalist Carolina Miranda, architectural critic Vladimir
Belogolovsky, and architectural historian Elisabetta Terragni
• Truly avant-garde architecture captures the future of the discipline
• A highly original slipcase highlights a seminal curved brick project SYSTEM undertook in New York City
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Surfaced charts the journey of SYSTEMarchitects from
the folded geometries of the seminal BURST house exhibited at MOMA’s renowned 2008 show to the curves,
tucks and twisted spaces that followed. It records ﬁve
years of experimentation with pre-fabricated and iterative techniques, low cost materials, and algorithmic
design all in service of projects made for everyday use.
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A Clear View
How Glass Buildings in the Inner City
Transformed a Neighborhood
Preface by Thomas S. Shiner
Introduction by Suzane Reatig

Exploring new interpretations of small-scale urban inﬁll housing, it addresses the
changing needs and the real
demands of city dwellers.

A Clear View is the ﬁrst book published by Washington, DC–based architect
Suzane Reatig, FAIA. Exploring new interpretations of small-scale urban
inﬁll housing, it addresses the changing needs and the real demands of
city dwellers. Filling the void in the urban puzzle, in narrow and constrained
sites, all of Reatig’s new structures ensure comfortable and safe spaces.
The majority of the work in this book is located in one neighborhood of
Washington, DC, Shaw, demonstrates the powerful effect architecture
can have on transforming and reviving a neighborhood. Through the
use of simple materials and innovative clear design, Reatig reveals how
community can be achieved among inhabitants without giving up privacy
or independence. All projects share the same spirit; they are imaginative,
rigorous, and give priority and value to their inhabitants and enhance their
quality of life. Each project has its own unmistakable identity.

• First book for award-winning contemporary practice, published nationally and internationally.
• Ten urban infill residential projects and one church are illustrated through photographs, plans, sections and images of the construction process.
• The architect’s own introduction and comments provide a personal insight into Reatig’s work.
• The selection of innovative architectural solutions will serve as a source of inspiration to architects, developers, and property owners in inner cities.
• Included projects demonstrate how openness in building design can contribute to a safer city environment.
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Filling the void in the urban
puzzle, in narrow and constrained sites, all of Reatig’s
new structures ensure comfortable and safe spaces.
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Prototyping Architecture:
The Solar Roofpod
An Educational Design-Build
Research Project
Preface by Barry Bergdoll
Text by Christian Volkmann

Our most abundant energy resource is the sun and our
most underutilized urban space is our rooftops.

Close to 75% of primary energy in New York City is used in or for buildings. Amid
the many different initiatives being implemented today to increase energy efﬁciency,
it is clear that it is our built urban environment that needs the most improvement.
Besides the fact that existing buildings have to be upgraded, the forgotten, interstitial
spaces, where improvement can become architecturally tangible, should also be
addressed. The project described in this book developed from the observation that
“our most abundant energy resource is the sun and our most underutilized urban
space is our rooftops,” and a successful entry into the Department of Energy’s 2011
Solar Decathlon whose goal was to design and build a “Net-Zero-Energy” house to
be exhibited on the National Mall in Washington, DC. What if we could make use of
infrastructure developed over generations by developing the underutilized space of
apartment building rooftops to generate some of the power for the “host-buildings”
underneath, and thus immediately renew the way we power our buildings and,
beyond that, our urban way of life? This visionary concept, documented here in
comprehensive architectural detail, became reality when a team of students from The
City College of New York took on the challenge of presenting their vision of a built
“Roofpod” prototype that could be promoted in New York City.

• One of the most complete books on the current development of solar energy, and how that applies to prefab custom houses
• Fully documented with diagrams, sketches, drawings, photographs, and technical details to explain and elucidate the topic in full
• No other book in the market provides such an in-depth study on one of the most relevant topics in today’s architectural world
• Award-winning writers investigate the subject to an extraordinary degree
• Highly informative and critical interpretations on the ways our shifting world will need to be interacted with, architecturally
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What if we could make use of infrastructure developed
over generations by developing the underutilized space
of apartment building rooftops to generate some of the
power for the “host-buildings” underneath, and thus
immediately renew the way we power our buildings
and, beyond that, our urban way of life?
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WOW
Experiential Design for a
Changing World
Text by Darlene Smyth
Essay by Lyndon Neri
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

The title alludes to two key aspects of their practice: ﬁrst, the
focus on multi-sensory experiences; and second, the complexity and dynamism of working in a
rapidly developing region.

Experiential Design for a Changing World is the ﬁrst major monograph for this multidisciplinary design practice, WOW. The title alludes to two
key aspects of their practice: ﬁrst, the focus on multi-sensory experiences; and second, the complexity and dynamism of working in a rapidly
developing region. These themes are explored through in-depth presentation of twelve completed projects, including six private homes and six
hotels. In addition to rich photography, drawings, and in-progress sketches, the book will offer behind-the-scenes peeks into the construction
of the projects in various stages. Also featured is an in-depth interview with the two founding partners of the WOW, Maria Warner Wong and
Wong Chiu Man, as well as essays by several prominent architects, interior designers and engineers. Wong and Man discuss the challenges
and opportunities of working in a diverse and highly-evolving region, from the developing regions of India and Africa to the more advanced urban
context of Singapore and Dubai. Regardless of the economic context and locally available construction methods, the mission for each and every
project is to create a rich spatial experience that is rooted in the culture, memory, and place.

• First multi-project monograph for the multi-disciplinary practice
• 12 completed projects, including six houses and six hotels presented in-depth
• Rich photography, drawings, and in-progress sketches, as well as behind-the-scenes look at construction at various stages
• In-depth interview with founding partners Maria Warner and Wong Chiu Man
• Contributions by noted architects, interior designers, and engineers, including Lyndon Neri and Hossein Rezai-Jorabi
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In addition to rich photography, drawings, and
in-progress sketches, the book will offer behind-thescenes peeks into the construction of the projects
in various stages. Also featured is an in-depth interview with the two founding partners of the WOW,
Maria Warner Wong and Wong Chiu Man, as well as
essays by several prominent architects, interior designers and engineers.
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City Works 7
Student Work 2012-2013
The City College of New York
Bernard and Anne Spitzer
School of Architecture
Foreword by George Ranalli
Edited by Nandini Bagchee and Bradley Horn

The City College of New York
has a long and important tradition of producing internationally recognized scholarship,
research, and design while
maintaining its promise of an
accessible public education in
the city of New York.

City Works 7 is the seventh annual book which documents the exciting work of students from The City College of New York, Bernard and
Anne Spitzer School of Architecture. The City College of New York has a long and important tradition of producing internationally recognized
scholarship, research, and design while maintaining its promise of an accessible public education in the city of New York. Our Bachelor of
Architecture Program and four graduate level programs including Master of Architecture, Master of Landscape Architecture, Master of Urban
Design, and Master of Sustainability in the Urban Environment work together across disciplinary boundaries with the shared goal of making
New York and the world a better place through smart and responsible design. The heterogeneous nature of the student work displayed here
represents an individual approach to problem solving, which seeks to rise above stylistic or instrumental debates within the profession and
toward integrative solutions to some of today’s most pressing design challenges.

• Examines works from students of The City College of New York’s Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture
• Examines the work and theses of the next generation of architects
• Highlights student work across disciplinary boundaries with the shared goal of making New York and the world a better place through smart
and responsible design
• Goes beyond stylistic or instrumental debates within the profession, in exploring integrative solutions to some of today’s most pressing design challenges.
• In-depth exploration of a large range of projects and typologies from a variety of student designers
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The heterogeneous nature of the student work displayed
here represents an individual approach to problem solving, which seeks to rise above stylistic or instrumental
debates within the profession and toward integrative solutions to some of today’s most pressing design challenges.
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Displaced
Llonch+Vidalle Architecture
Foreword by George Ranalli
Introduction by Michael Sorkin
Essays by Mario Corea and Paul Guzzardo
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

The work of Fabian Llonch and Gisela Vidalle – presented here in an eyeopening survey- is marvelous for its imaginative seamlessness, and the
way in which the artist’s truth always shines through the circumstances
of its articulation. Here is architecture of inseparable form and thought.
The thirteen projects in this book are ﬁlled with the fervor and energy
of an architect who also teaches young architects. Fabian Llonch and
Gisela Vidalle are part of a small group of architects who understand the
importance of the relationship between teaching and practice, its place
at that intricate and indeﬁnable nexus of architecture and its theory in
which architecture schools are hothouses for the incubation of ideas in
architecture and design.

Here is architecture of inseparable
form and thought.

• First monograph on the highly influential work of Llonch+Vidalle
• Highly creative, unconventional, and unique designs presented in all their imaginative seamlessness and creative intuition
• Features a foreword by illustrious American architect George Ranalli
• The thirteen projects in this book are filled with the fervour and energy of architects who also teach young architects
• Covers projects ranging from small scale to major urban projects
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The work of Fabian Llonch and Gisela Vidalle
– presented here in an eye-opening survey- is
marvelous for its imaginative seamlessness, and the
way in which the artist’s truth always shines through
the circumstances of its articulation.
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Beyond Petropolis
Designing a Practical
Utopia in Nueva Loja
Preface by Michael Sorkin
Essays by Matthias Altwicker, Ana María Durán Calisto, Patrick Radden Keefe,
David Leven, Michael Sorkin, Achva Benzinberg Stein, and Osvaldo Paladines Zurita
Edited by Michael Sorkin, Ana María Durán Calisto, and Matthias Altwicker

How Nueva Loja could move beyond oil to an economy and urban
pattern that embrace renewed
harmony with the natural environment and is dedicated to creating
an intensely humane and supportive place for its inhabitants.

Each year, the Graduate Program in Urban Design at The City College of New York travels to a city somewhere in the world that is
experiencing a revelatory form of stress. In January of 2006 – joined by students and faculty from the Universidad Catolica in Quito and from
the architecture and landscape programs at CCNY – the destination of the group was the small town of Nueva Loja in the Amazon basin of
Ecuador. At the time, a population of around 100,000 was expanding exponentially. Nueva Loja was the fastest growing municipality in the
country. There was one reason for this: the oil boom. Indeed, almost everyone calls the place “Lago Agrio” – Bitter Lake, after the town in
Texas that houses the headquarters of Texaco, the ﬁrst petroleum giant on the scene. There’s little irony in this name. As the endless lawsuit
against Chevron, Texaco’s successor, has made abundantly clear, Loja growth has come at the cost of extremely bitter consequences. The
group was inspired to visit by a more particular observation: Loja projected rate of growth would see the population exceed 150,000 at just
the moment the oil ran out. And so, they decided to investigate what might happen then, how Nueva Loja could move beyond oil to an
economy and urban pattern that embrace renewed harmony with the natural environment and is dedicated to creating an intensely humane
and supportive place for its inhabitants. The projects in this volume represent a series of propositions for such a place. They are utopian in
that they look to a time of harmony and prosperity but intensely practical in that they stem from the speciﬁcs of people and place and utilize
simple, historical, and local technologies, not any magic ﬁx.

• This wholly unique book explores one of the most relevant lawsuits in the history of architecture
• Features multiple essays by major architectural thinkers
• An elaborate examination of an extraordinary test case with regards to design as community saviour
• Text in both English and Spanish
• Beautifully designed and presented in hardcover with a protective slipcase
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The projects in this volume represent a series of propositions for
such a place. They are utopian in
that they look to a time of harmony and prosperity but intensely
practical in that they stem from the
speciﬁcs of people and place and
utilize simple, historical, and local
technologies, not any magic ﬁx.
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City Works 6
Student Work 2011-2012
The City College of New York
Bernard and Anne Spitzer
School of Architecture
Foreword by George Ranalli
Edited by Bradley Horn

Through an emphasis on hand craft
and digital fabrication, interdisciplinary research, and ecologically
and culturally sustainable practices, SSA encourages a responsible
engagement with the discipline of
architecture, while cultivating rigorous exploration of new theories,
materials, and technologies.
City Works 6 is the sixth in a series of books which document the exciting
work of students from The City College of New York Bernard and Anne
Spitzer School of Architecture. The City College of New York has a long and
important tradition of producing internationally recognized scholarship and
research while maintaining its promise of an accessible public education
for the city of New York. Through an emphasis on hand craft and digital
fabrication, interdisciplinary research, and ecologically and culturally sustainable
practices, SSA encourages a responsible engagement with the discipline of
architecture, while cultivating rigorous exploration of new theories, materials,
and technologies. With three unique programs including Architecture, Urban
Design, and Landscape Architecture, the student work represented here
reﬂects some of the most progressive ideas about how we inhabit both the
natural and the built environment.

• Examines works from students of The City College of New York’s Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture
• Examines the work and theses of the next generation of architects
• Highlights student work across disciplinary boundaries with the shared goal of making New York and the world a better place through smart
and responsible design
• Goes beyond stylistic or instrumental debates within the profession, in exploring integrative solutions to some of today’s most pressing design
challenges.
• In-depth exploration of a large range of projects and typologies from a variety of student designers
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With three unique programs
including Architecture, Urban
Design, and Landscape Architecture, the student work represented here reﬂects some of the
most progressive ideas about
how we inhabit both the natural
and the built environment.
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The Landscape Architecture
of Paul Sangha
Written by Carolyn Deuschle
Essay by Byron Hawes
Principal Photography by Nic Lehoux
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

The book presents twelve residential projects by the award-winning
Vancouver-based ﬁrm. The featured
projects demonstrate the practice’s
expertise in orchestrating powerful,
unique landscapes with spatial harmony, tactful grade changes, and
vibrant plant life.

The Landscape Architecture of Paul Sangha brings landscape to the foreground of daily life – as lifestyle, recreation, aesthetic pleasure –
challenging notions of what one can gain from their outdoor surroundings. Sensuous, playful, and provocative, designs by Paul Sangha are
meditations on the human relationship with landscape. Drawing on an encyclopedic knowledge of materials and botanical species as well as
a deep understanding of clients’ habits and desires, works by Paul Sangha are robust systems for living. The book presents twelve residential
projects by the award- winning Vancouver-based ﬁrm. The featured projects demonstrate the practice’s expertise in orchestrating powerful,
unique landscapes with spatial harmony, tactful grade changes, and vibrant plant life. An urban garden for a compact lot gracefully weaves the
inside and outside to expand the space of both; a series of programmed terraces creates a staircase gradually descending from the residence
to the wilds; and a cantilevered platform is an invitation into the canopy of an old-growth forest. The Landscape Architecture of Paul Sangha
documents the inspiration, process, and poetry of Paul Sangha’s designs. Coupled with text that vividly describes the details and design
concepts, photographer Nic Lehoux sensitively captures each project, narrating through image the spellbinding experience of discovering
gardens. This book reveals the inner-workings of a dynamic practice built on the notion that man can write himself in the land, and land can
write itself in the man.

• A comprehensive look at the work of Vancouver-based Landscape Architect Paul Sangha
• Demonstrates the practice’s expertise in orchestrating powerful, unique landscapes with spatial harmony, tactful grade changes, and vibrant plant life
• Examines 12 extraordinary properties in the Vancouver area, highlighting the region’s diverse natural beauty
• Stunning photography by Nic Lehoux showcases projects in luscious detail
• Writings on the nature of landscape architecture and the philosophies of Sangha highlight the challenges and opportunities involved with
landscape architecture at the highest level
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An urban garden for a compact lot gracefully weaves
the inside and outside to expand the space of both;
a series of programmed terraces creates a staircase
gradually descending from the residence to the wilds;
and a cantilevered platform is an invitation into the
canopy of an old-growth forest.
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In Situ
George Ranalli,Works & Projects
Main text by George Ranalli
Introduction by Michael Sorkin
Interview by Susan Szenasy
Essay by Joseph Giovannini, Paul Goldberger, Ada Louise Huxtable,
Herbert Muschamp and Anthony Vidler
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

In Situ is his operational strategy in the design
of these new buildings and additions to these
complexes, providing contemporary and creative structures that also blend in seamlessly
with their historic environments.

In Situ sums up the theoretical position embodied in the work
of New York architect George Ranalli. Over the past thirtytwo years, George Ranalli has worked on projects in New
York, other states in the US, and across the world that have
involved large-scale urban design, houses in the landscape,
additions, renovations of major landmark buildings and new
constructions. George Ranalli is internationally celebrated and
published for his work in historic settings, National Register
Historic Landmark buildings and settings with rich design and
craft traditions. In Situ is his operational strategy in the design
of these new buildings and additions to these complexes,
providing contemporary and creative structures that also
blend in seamlessly with their historic environments. The
projects have developed a rich craft and design vocabulary,
which links this work to the origins and roots of the longer
craft tradition in design and architecture.

• Sums up the theoretical position embodied in the work of New York architect George Ranalli
• Covers a range of topics, including architecture, urban design, industrial design, teaching, and architectural criticism
• Includes essays from major architectural writers from across the global design scene
• Has been fêted by major writers, architects, and critics
• Presented in hardcover with a cloth slipcase and DVD
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The projects have developed a rich
craft and design vocabulary, which
links this work to the origins and
roots of the longer craft tradition in
design and architecture.
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Beyond Context
The Work of Atelier Arcau Architects
atel

Introduction & text byFrédéric Paul
Essay by Rodolphe el-Khoury
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

In both urbanism and architecture, Atelier Arcau’s guiding principles are best
described as a commitment to the arts of “living together”, sustainability and
being true to the landscape. Driven by a shared appreciation of carefully
planned design and implementation, the Atelier’s team, led by the architects
Xavier Fraud and Julien Veyron responds to the challenges set by each context
and the natural world with determination and poise. This book provides an indepth insight into the work of the Atelier, including its award-winning designs
for the Salorge Town Community Building and Atlanville restaurants, featuring
comprehensive architectural documentation (photography, plans, sections,
sketches, etc.), explanatory articles by expert critics that put each work into
context and insights from the architects themselves.

Atelier Arcau’s guiding principles are best described as a
commitment to the arts of “living together”, sustainability
and being true to the landscape.

• First monograph on the highly awarded young French firm, Atelier Arcau
• Highlights a host of projects wide-ranging in both scale and programme
• Explores the firm’s commitment to the arts of ‘living together’, sustainability, and remaining true to the landscape
• Features an essay by noted critics Rodolphe el-Khoury and Frédéric Paul
• Bilingual text in both English and French
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Driven by a shared appreciation of carefully
planned design and implementation, the
Atelier’s team, led by the architects Xavier
Fraud and Julien Veyron responds to the
challenges set by each context and the natural world with determination and poise.
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Sand to Spectacle
The Dubai Mall
DP Architects
Written by Nartano Lim and Widari Bahrin
Preface by Francis Lee
Contribution by Brian Lonsway

The world’s largest mall
and one of the largest
structures in the world.

The Dubai Mall, completed in 2008, is currently the world’s largest mall and
one of the largest structures in the world. Sand to Spectacle - The Dubai
Mall – DP Architects documents the design process of Singapore-based
DP Architects as it realized a building the size of a city in just over four years
from sketch to construction. The authors perform an in-depth analysis of the
historical, architectural, cultural, and physical forces at play in the building’s
design, and supplement the text with a unique comparative study of Dubai
and Singapore to describe The Dubai Mall as a product of both local and
global inﬂuences.

• An in-depth look at the world’s largest commercial/retail building, the Dubai Mall
• The complete story of the development, design, construction, and history of how this monumental project came together
• All original content for this book, including photos, infographics, sketches, and so on
• Multiple essays discuss relevant issues impacting both the project and its surrounding society
• Presented in hardcover, or in limited edition hardcover with box
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The authors perform an in-depth analysis of the historical, architectural, cultural, and physical forces at
play in the building’s design, and supplement the text
with a unique comparative study of Dubai and Singapore to describe The Dubai Mall as a product of both
local and global inﬂuences.
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Sagrada Familia
Gaudi’s Unfinished Masterpiece
Geometry, Construction and Site
Foreword by George Ranalli
Essay by Fabian Llonch
Edited by Josep Gómez Serrano, Maria Rubert and Oscar Riera Ojeda

More than a century after Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí began working
on the Expiatory Church of the Holy Family, Sagrada Família remains under
construction. This catalog focuses on that dynamic and ongoing process,
and on the successive builders’ incorporation of new technologies into
the structure´s magniﬁcent design, a living work of performance in itself. It
documents the cathedral’s evolution using handmade drawings, plaster models,
digital imaging, and 3D modeling. It examines the geometries and formal
languages that have informed generations of architects and builders. At the
same time, it shows the integration of traditional craftsmanship with the most
cutting-edge computer graphics and robotic engineering. Originally situated
on the outskirts of the city, La Sagrada Família today serves as the enduring
symbol of Barcelona. But unlike the Eiffel Tower or Brooklyn Bridge, Barcelona’s
icon is still a work in progress and a magnetic center of spiritual life.

This catalog focuses on the successive builders’ incorporation of new technologies into the structure´s magniﬁcent design, a living work of performance in itself.

• Extraordinarily detailed examination of Gaudi’s immortal project
• Created in concert with architects who are formally completing the building, one of the most famous in the world
• Prepared for the only show that the church has been featured in outside of Barcelona, at City College NYC, which involved shipping
moldings/documentation/etc
• Comprehensive photography, historical documents, sketches, and discussion of the Sagrada Familia
• Essays by noted architects Fabian Llonch and George Ranalli
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It shows the integration of traditional craftsmanship
with the most cutting-edge computer graphics and
robotic engineering.
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designwajskol
Foreword by Massimo Vignelli
Essay by Jonathan Wajskol, Maurizio Morgantini, Charles Nix,
Jan Conradi, William Bevington, and Chun-Wo Pat

An extensive range of projects
created by the ﬁrm of the
Italian-born designer Jonathan
Wajskol over the last twenty-ﬁve years.

designwajskol an extensive range of projects created by the ﬁrm of the Italian-born designer Jonathan Wajskol over the last twenty-ﬁve years.
The result is a visually driven experience that emphasizes a consistent design approach across all categories of design. The work ranges from
editorial design to identities, wayﬁnding, product design, interactive design, and info graphics. The book highlights ﬁfty projects and spans
three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia. A collection of essays by notable design historians, educators, and theorists, among them
design-legend Massimo Vignelli, situates the work of designwajskol within the modernist tradition.

• An extensive look at the full range of projects created by the firm of the Italian-born designer Jonathan Wajskol over the past twenty-five years
• Highlights fifty projects and spans three continents: North America, Europe, and Asia, which fully situates the work of designwajskol within the modernist tradition.
• Features a foreword by the iconic designer Massimo Vignelli, for whom Wajskol worked for years
• Includes a collection of essays by notable design historians, educators, and theorists essays, including Maurizio Morgantini, Charles Nix,
Jan Conradi, William Bevington, and Chun-Wo Pat
• This book covers all manners of design/communication for major corporations/institutions/brands over the course of desgnwajskol’s history
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The work ranges from editorial
design to identities, wayﬁnding,
product design, interactive design, and info graphics.
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Contemporanea
Giovanni Presutti
Foreword by Antonio Belvedere
Introduction by Gabriel Bauret
Epilogue by Giovanni Presutti
Editorial Direction by Giuseppe Villirillo
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda

Emphasizing the aesthetic
qualities his subjects have
in common: the lines,
materials, and reﬂections,
as seen from different
perspectives.

Over the last few years, the architecture photographer Giovanni Presutti has photographed many of the most important buildings in major
European cities, placing a special focus on constructions built in the last decade. The methodical research and surveys he carries out before
each trip have led him to the conclusion that the majority of these buildings have two key aspects in common. The ﬁrst is their very prominence;
their devotion to aesthetics. It is clear that the works are produced by contemporary society, with even those featuring complicated internal
structures increasingly characterized by attention to exteriority. It is important to note, however, that these buildings do not lack functionality.
The second is the uniformity of style and planning. Presutti encountered similar ideas and materials in every country he visited, which were
often completely unconnected to local traditions. This frequently made it difﬁcult to place a certain building in a given country. It is as though the
European Union, having not yet achieved political or social unity, has somehow succeeded at an architectural level. Giovanni Presutti explores
these issues in Contemporanea, emphasizing the aesthetic qualities his subjects have in common: the lines, materials, and reﬂections, as seen
from different perspectives. In the process, he has sought out pureness of form, and created a unique context; one that is representative of
our time. A foreword by Antonio Belvedere, and an introduction by the Parisian-born curator, critic, and photography historian Gabriel Bauret,
provide a critical perspective on this collection of images.

• Comprehensive archives of the architectural photography of noted photographer and professor Giovanni Presutti
• Shows Presutti’s process and works, from his preliminary methodical research and surveys to final works
• Spans 10 major cities in Europe and major projects from world-famous architects
• A foreword by Antonio Belvedere, and an introduction by the Parisian-born curator, critic, and photography historian Gabriel Bauret, provide
a critical perspective on this collection of images.
• Two editions: hardcover in box, and a premium edition in a clamshell box with five signed prints, limited to forty sets
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The methodical research and surveys he carries out
before each trip have led him to the conclusion that
the majority of these buildings have two key aspects in
common: the ﬁrst is their very prominence; the second
is the uniformity of style and planning.
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The Legacy
Project
New Housing New York
Best Practices in
Affordable, Sustainable,
Replicable Housing Design
Authored by Lance Jay Brown, FAIA; Mark Ginsberg, FAIA; Tara Siegel
Foreword by Michael R. Bloomberg, Mayor of New York City
Preface by Lance Jay Brown, FAIA
Edited by Nathan Jerry Maltz, AIA; Oscar Riera Ojeda
Contibutions by Karen Kubey and Michael Kimmelman
Epilogue by Shaun Donovan
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• A new standard for urban multi-family housing
• Cutting edge integration of sustainability, affordability,
and design excellence
• Features a detailed account of the design
competition process
• An in-depth presentation of a developed and
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• A primer on community design in architecture
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Foreword by Nicolas Véron
Project texts by Warren Singh-Bartlett and Nabil Gholam
Essay by Kenneth Frampton and Gökhan Karakus
Edited by Warren Singh-Bartlett and Ana Corberó

Edition

186

• 20 years of architecture, urban planning, urban design,
product design and interiors from Nabil Gholam Architects
• Modern architecture with local character for the
burgeoning urban environments of the Mediterranean, the
Levant and beyond, including locations such as Beirut,
Doha, Riyadh, Cairo, Dubai, Moscow, and Monaco
• Features original contemporary design sensitive to
topography and climate and ingenious adaptations to
local cultures and contexts
• Architectural criticism by noted writers such as
Kenneth Frampton, Gökhan Karaku and Nicolas Véron
• Thematic photography by Nabil Gholam
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The Bali Villas
BEDMaR & SHi

Text by Darlene Smyth
Photography by Albert Lim Koon Seng
Edited by Oscar Riera Ojeda
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City Works 5 is the ﬁfth in a series of books which document the exciting work of students from The City College of
New York Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture.
The City College of New York has a long and important
tradition of producing internationally recognized scholarship
and research while maintaining its promise of an accessible
public education for the city of New York. Through an emphasis on hand craft and digital fabrication, interdisciplinary
research, and ecologically and culturally sustainable practices, SSA encourages a responsible engagement with the
discipline of architecture, while cultivating rigorous exploration of new theories, materials, and technologies. With three
unique programs including Architecture, Urban Design, and
Landscape Architecture, the student work represented here
reﬂects some of the most progressive ideas about how we
inhabit both the natural and the built environment.

• The innovative work of students at a top architectural school
• A privileged insight into the workings of a top quality
architectural education
• Presents exciting new talents and ideas to the world
of architecture for the first time
• Includes several different facets of an
architectural education
• Features in-depth analysis, photography, plans,
sketches and models
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Set against the backdrop of global architectural production,
the work of the Lebanese architect Nabil Gholam and his
associates deﬁes easy classiﬁcation. On the one hand it can be
regarded as a competent, modern, global practice for which
the legendary SOM is still a model. On the other, NGA are
capable of creating works that possess a uniquely grounded,
local character at a variety of scales, from one-off luxury villas
to the occasional monumental project at an urban scale, as in
their entry for the Jabal Omar International Design Competition,
planned for Mecca in Saudi Arabia at the turn of the
millennium. It is paradoxical that this prosperous, sophisticated
practice should be located in what is still, despite its prosperity,
the unstable and often violent environment of Beirut.

Nabil Gholam Architects
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PlaNYC, the Mayor’s long-term visioning statement
for the city’s future, projects that New York will add
one million more residents by the year 2030. This
publication documents the evolution of a new stage in
the development, design, and construction of one of
the most important services of the city of New York:
affordable housing. The New Housing New York Legacy
Project brings together progressive approaches to
affordable housing in the ﬁelds of design, architecture,
planning, and public policy. The collaborative nature of
the New Housing New York Legacy Project reﬂects the
The collaborative nature of the New Housing New York
Legacy Project reﬂects the need for communication
and exchange across the public and private sectors.
The publication discusses the lessons of two
international competitions and complementary revisions
to procurement and implementation processes. As
America’s urban population grows, its cities will be
called upon to draw inspiration from one another’s
successes. This document is an important step in
promoting such dialogue.
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Perched on the spectacular southwest coast of Bali, this award
winning villa by BEDMaR & SHi is Ernesto Bedmar’s long awaited
ﬁrst project on the island that has so inspired his successful career.
The exquisitely designed villa was given the name The Jiva Puri,
where “Jiva” in Hindu religious texts denotes the immortal essence
of a living organism or being and “Puri” in Sanskrit refers to a palace or large dwelling. Although highly contemporary in expression,
the design is intrinsically linked to the built history of the island and
shows a deep understanding of traditional Balinese architectural
concepts and their relationship to the landscape. Featuring a
foreword by Darlene Smyth that puts The Jiva Puri into context
before taking the reader on a detailed tour of every pavilion, and
sumptuous photography by Albert Lim, the monograph also
includes comprehensive plans, elevations, and details to give a
fully rounded view of a villa complex that has set new standards of
subtle architectural brilliance on the island.

• A substantial documentation that presents various
aspects of the one of the most remarkable villas in Bali,
with full design, construction and final execution stages
• Argentinean-born designer Ernesto Bedmar explores
traditional architectural styles and reinvents them for the
contemporary world
• The book presents a unique opportunity to appreciate
and analyze in absolute detail the characteristics of
“villa” living
• Photography specially made for the book with images of all
spaces and rooms in the property
• Documentation on the furniture and other designs that
complement the project
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This book examines the development of Kerry Hill Architects over
a period of thirty years. Kerry Hill Architects is a Singapore-based
practice with a second ofﬁce in Fremantle, Western Australia.
Kerry Hill has received a number of distinguished design awards
including the inaugural Kenneth F. Brown Asia Paciﬁc Culture
and Architecture Design Award in 1995 and the 2001 Aga Khan
Award three times, was a joint winner in 2003 of the RAIA Robin
Boyd Award for Residential Buildings and, in 2006, won the
most prestigious award offered by his peers, the Gold Medal of
the Australian Institute of Architects. In 2010 Kerry Hill received
the Singapore Designer of the Year Award. The book comprises
a number of thematic essays developed from recurring themes
within the practice, based around a small group of objects. The
book concludes with a substantial illustrated chronology of the
practice’s work.

• A complete documentation of a practice spanning
over four decades
• Each project is illustrated with substantial
photography and process material including sketches,
models, working drawings, and other illustrations
• Thirty selected projects and a massive chronology
with more than 100 works
• Given the absence of a documented website, this
publication is the only way to appreciate the work of
one of the most celebrated practices in South East Asia
• A remarkable and expansive introduction that dissects
the entire history of Kerry Hill’s Architects

In this captivating collection of ﬁve houses built in ﬁve
different Asian-Paciﬁc countries, Argentinian-born designer
Ernesto Bedmar explores his fascination with traditional
architectural styles and reinvents them for the contemporary
world. Using his deep understanding of the histories and
building cultures of these regions, Bedmar seamlessly knits
his designs into the collective memory of each site. The ﬁve
houses, located in India, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia,
and New Zealand, demonstrate the ﬂexibility of the
designer’s trademark tropical architecture and showcase
a diverse set of modern forms that resonate deeply with
the local landscape and make use of water as a unifying
and harmonizing element. The book contains a wealth of
drawings and plans that detail the innovative construction
techniques, and the resulting houses are captured in a
breathtaking series of photographs showing the use of
spaces and materials as well as the spectacular sites on
which they sit.

• The latest monograph of one of the architects
considered a real “master” in residential architecture
• All his previous books sold out and re-printed
• The book documents these brilliant houses so well
that become a common reference and tool among
architects looking for inspiration and well crafted solutions
• Spectacular photography and a well balanced content
of text, drawings and cultural background on each
house location
• A book that expands beyond the usual art, design and
architecture audience to reach any of those in-love with
spectacular settings and living spaces
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The migration of computing from dedicated appliances to
physical environments, thanks to increasingly proliferating
microchips and ever-expanding information networks
directly implicates and empowers architecture as a
transformative agent and medium. The fact that objects
can now sense, think, act, and communicate with the help
of embedded technology is opening up the potential for an
architecture that is more closely aligned with the networked
dynamics of living systems – a sentient architecture. The
technological enhancement of physical matter charts a
movement away from a mechanical paradigm towards
a biological model. The shift manifests itself on several
levels, from the micro scale in the form of new composite
or “smart” materials capable of registering and responding
to external stimuli, to larger network formations between
people, objects, spaces, and landscapes. Radical artiﬁce
here serves to imitate nature, enmeshing built environments
in a complex web of interactions whose emergent
properties approximate the resiliency of natural ecologies.

• One of the most useful books introducing us into the
new technologies that make architecture “Alive”
• An incredible ensemble of projects and ideas curated
by the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), and
the Schools of Architecture at the University of Toronto
and Hong Kong
• Superb documentation with Photographs, models,
sketches, and detailed drawings
• A substantial amount of selected projects that will
surprise you with innovative ideas and solutions never
published before
• A very handy “manual” with tons of material that will
serve as inspiration for architects, designers, and inventors

Architecture with and without Le Corbusier documents two
architectural masterpieces: the Church at Firminy and The Miller
House. The church is a late work by Le Corbusier that was
left unﬁnished for forty years. José Oubrerie, a protégé of the
great master who had worked on the project from its inception,
completed and built the canonical work, adapting it to current
needs and standards while respecting the integrity of the original
design. The Miller House, Oubrerie’s own late masterpiece
from the 1990s, is a landmark in Lexington where the architect
devotes his mature years to academic leadership at the University
of Kentucky. It is ﬁrmly on its way to securing a permanent
place in the modernist canon. The thorough documentation
of the two buildings with an extensive collection of previously
unpublished drawings, documents, and photographs builds a
precise and vivid testimony of Oubrerie’s unique architectural
trajectory with Le Corbusier’s formidable legacy as a formative
and creative inﬂuence. The two seminal works, presented
side by side with commentary by George Renalli and Kenneth
Frampton, yield insight into the evolution and current resonance of
modernist architecture in a story that spans two worlds and two
distinguished careers.

• Lavishly illustrated account of José Oubrerie’s
architectural career through his two major works
• Extended revised version of the exhibition at the
Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture
• Accurate design process presentation of both
projects through sketches and models at each stage
• Scaled plans, sections and elevations allow readers
to fully understand each building
• Complete promenade architecturale using extensive
photographic coverage
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• Presents carbon science with local and international
policy and practices that influence climate change
• Proposes a plan for an adaptive, opportunistic
infrastructure system for carbon storage in urban land
• Describes short-term attainable strategies for
synchronizing urban land-use cycles with the carbon cycle
• Develops design criteria that encompass landscape
management and financing opportunities
• Presents case study designs for pragmatic, buildable
carbon sink apparatus
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City Works 4

Unexpect

City Sink is a design research proposal for a meta-park
of dispersed landscape infrastructure to boost carbon
stocks in biomass and through formation of long-term
sequestration reservoirs for soil organic carbon in New York
City and Long Island. City Sink research merges urban landuse lifecycles and the carbon cycle to describe a systemic
response to elevated atmospheric carbon levels provoking
climate change. The project is a model for re-imagining
urban landscapes as urban ecological infrastructure.

City Works 4 is the fourth in a series of books that
document the exciting work of students from The City
College of New York Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of
Architecture. The City College of New York has a long and
important tradition of producing internationally recognized
scholarship and research while maintaining its promise of
an accessible public education for the city of New York.
Through an emphasis on hand craft and digital fabrication,
interdisciplinary research, and ecologically and culturally
sustainable practices, SSA encourages a responsible
engagement with the discipline of architecture, while
cultivating rigorous exploration of new theories, materials,
and technologies. With three unique programs including
Architecture, Urban Design, and Landscape Architecture,
the student work represented here reﬂects some of the
most progressive ideas about how we inhabit both the
natural and the built environment.

• The innovative work of students at a top
architectural school
• A privileged insight into the workings of a top
quality architectural education
• Presents exciting new talents and ideas to the
world of architecture for the first time
• Includes several different facets of an
architectural education
• Features in-depth analysis, photography, plans,
sketches and models
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• Six comprehensively documented houses
accompanied by essays on ideas and processes
• Projects spanning a 10 year period, re-telling the story
of each client-architect-builder relationship
• Thoughts on cooperation with those who craft the work
• Architecture seen as a pursuit related to serendipitous
realities of experience, exposure, background and
ultimately, biography, rather than global theory
• Extraordinary presentation including a clamshell box
for the entire print run

978-988-16194-4-0

Ralph Johnson of
Perkins+Will

Hardcover
Hardcover
in clamshell box

Unexpect is a monograph of the work of Michael Ryan
Architects, a practice based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Written by Michael Ryan, it is far from being a conventional
architectural monograph. Through storytelling, he takes a
fresh and perceptive look at the work of the ﬁrm. Projects
are documented with detailed photographic explorations
and descriptions that embody Michael Ryan’s architectural
vision, talent, and principles. Also included is a comprehensive appendix of plans and elevations for each project.
The monograph features the philosophy of the ﬁrm as well
as a brief history of Michael Ryan’s education, career, and
main inﬂuences. The ﬁrm’s collaborative approach is shown
through the interior design work of Ryan’s wife, Randee
Spelkoman. The introduction is written by the respected
academic Gray Read who was a classmate of Ryan’s at the
University of Pennsylvania.

The work of Chicago architect Ralph Johnson explores
the use of restrained modernism to enrich and clarify
complex programmatic buildings with intriguing assemblies
that reveal their functions and hierarchical relationships.
Johnson’s goal is to form, through the social art of
architecture, an urban environment of buildings that are
good civic neighbors as well as distinguished citizens. The
projects in this book, both built and unbuilt, represent his
concern for humanistic values and emphasis on process
rather than preconceived product, allowing the work to
respond to diverse cultures and urban conditions. Johnson
is a principal and the design director at Perkins+Will. The
book includes essays by Rodolphe el-Khoury, Daniel
Friedman, and Thomas Fisher.

• 35 Projects in 10 countries on 4 continents
• Emphasis on process rather than preconceived product
• Solutions to a variety of typologies and programs
• Environmentally responsible designs uniquely suited
to diverse cultures, urban conditions and client needs
• A humanistic approach to the social art of architecture
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Concrete Ideas: Material to Shape a City is about
possibilities in concrete architecture. It visually speculates, through a series of montages, drawings, and
photographs, about concrete architecture’s capacity as
an urban catalyst, its capacity for deﬁning cites and for
virtuosity in urban renewal. It is another iteration of speculations begun in a graduate architecture studio at the
University of Toronto, which asked: given the now mainstream nanotechnologies that transform the performance
of materials at the molecular level without fundamentally
changing the material aesthetic, can we anticipate and
provoke a change in its inherent authority, perception,
and aesthetic culture? The work uses the case of Toronto
with its predominant 1960s and 1970s brutalist stock and
unique minus 30 ºF to plus 30 ºF Canadian climate to test
these speculations with building projects that challenge
the limits of concrete performance.

• A very unique book that despite becoming a current
view at technologies in concrete is also a referent
paying tribute to the beauty of this material
• Remarkable research, compilation of examples and
production of new drawings that document this topic
like never before
• The content that includes multiple tip-in artistic photos,
is beautifully designed and packed in a unique box
• The sample projects and text contributions includes
numerous “celebrity” architects and critics
• The book received numerous good reviews
particularly in countries with a long tradition in concrete
construction like Japan, Germany and the UK

Generic Specific
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City Works 3

Ineffable documents a timely and invaluable debate surrounding the use of computational tools in architecture and
their effect on the nature of human expression. A distinguished group of architects, educators, and theoreticians
discuss both the potential beneﬁts as well as the perils
associated with the recent turn to ever increasing computational complexity in contemporary design culture. Topics
considered include: architecture in the post human era, the
value and role of history within a computational paradigm,
the relationship between humans and machines for the
future of architecture, computers and design pedagogy, and
digital-phenomenology in architecture. With essays from
leading ﬁgures and 260 color photographs, illustrations, and
drawings, Ineffable is for anyone interested in learning more
about the political, social, and theoretical implications of the
computer revolution in architecture.

• An exciting exploration of the use of computers in
architecture and how the discipline is changing as a result
• Featuring contributions from renowned architects,
academics and theoreticians
• Covers a wide range of issues related to the field
• Essential reading for university students, academics
and professionals
• Includes 230 photographs, illustrations and drawings

Price

US$ 25 / € 22 / £ 20

Student Work 2008-2009
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This book presents the work of the New York based, Spanish architect Julio Salcedo in a series of built and speculative
projects. Salcedo’s houses, early achievements that stunned
both academic and professional circles with their fresh originality
and precocious sophistication, are presented along with unpublished competition proposals for large-scale buildings. The
projects’ varying locales, scales, and ambitions all demonstrate
a commitment to architecture as a conceptual medium with the
capacity to tackle complex ideas as well as a material practice
of transformative, worldly practicality. Each is a built essay that
works through architectural problems of form, construction, and
material to achive thought-provoking resolutions of a difficult yet
satisfying beauty. The book complements a thorough graphic
documentation of selected projects with Salcedo’s own writings
and critical essays by Luis Rojo de Castro and Ivan Rupnik.
They situate the projects in Salcedo’s multi-faceted conceptual
and professional world and place them in the context of the
constellation of ideas that currently shape and propel the field.
“Julio Salcedo’s ongoing interest in landscape and urban design
has informed his architectural work, producing a rich, invested
and responsible practice.” Rafael Moneo.

• A new illustrated argument for both global and
local theories
• A series of refined, exquisite projects
• Thought provoking discourse creates new
relationships across scales, materials and techniques
• The award-winning Lasso House is depicted with new
diagrams, photographs and technical drawings
• Featuring texts by Luis Rojo and Ivan Rupnik and
appreciations by Rafael Moneo and Rudolph el-Khoury

City Works 3 is the third in a series of books that
document the exciting work of students from The City
College of New York Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of
Architecture. The City College of New York has a long and
important tradition of producing internationally recognized
scholarship and research while maintaining its promise of
an accessible public education for the city of New York.
Through an emphasis on hand craft and digital fabrication,
interdisciplinary research, and ecologically and culturally
sustainable practices, the SSA encourages a responsible
engagement with the discipline of architecture, while
cultivating rigorous exploration of new theories, materials,
and technologies. With three unique programs including
Architecture, Urban Design, and Landscape Architecture,
the student work represented here reﬂects some of the
most progressive ideas about how we inhabit both the
natural and the built environment.

Edited by Bradley Horn
Foreword by George Ranalli
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• The innovative work of students at a prestigious
architectural school
• A privileged insight into the workings of a top quality
architectural education
• Presents exciting new talents and ideas to the world
of architecture for the first time
• Includes several different facets of an architectural
education
• Features in-depth analysis, photography, plans,
sketches and models
ISBN

978-84-9936-1918
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New Architecture in the Emerging World chronicles eight
critical years in the career of Andrew Bromberg, beginning
in 2001 when he emigrated from Seattle to join Aedas Hong
Kong, and running to 2009 when, as Aedas Executive Director
of Design for the Middle East and Asia, Andrew designed
dozens of phenomenal projects from Beirut to the Yellow Sea.
New Architecture in the Emerging World traces the intertwined
fortunes of Andrew, Aedas, and the Asian continent during the
time when the world’s economic center-of-gravity appeared,
at least for a while, to have permanently tilted towards the
East. During this tumultuous and unprecedented era, Aedas
grew to become one of the ﬁve largest architectural practices
in the world, in part due to the ﬁrm’s signiﬁcant presence
in Hong Kong preceding the boom, and in part due to the
furious energy and ambition that Andrew Bromberg brought to
the ﬁrm, taking advantage of the explosion of economic and
development activity throughout the Asian continent.
The projects proﬁled in New Architecture in the Emerging
World illustrate the extremely diverse range of projects that
Andrew Bromberg has designed.

• A book that places us into the backstage of one of the
most progressive and radical architecture practices today
• Projects selected are all over the world ranging from
complex transport hubs and cultural districts to massive
housing projects and super tall skyscrapers
• A very dynamic and engaging content with several
graphs, and illustrations specially made for the book
• Very spectacular interventions that blend well the local
traditions with the latest ideas and directions in the
architectural discourse
• A book full of ideas, solutions, and creative thinking

In this captivating collection of ﬁve houses built in ﬁve
different Asian-Paciﬁc countries, Argentinian-born designer
Ernesto Bedmar explores his fascination with traditional
architectural styles and reinvents them for the contemporary
world. Using his deep understanding of the histories and
building cultures of these regions, Bedmar seamlessly knits
his designs into the collective memory of each site. The ﬁve
houses, located in India, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia,
and New Zealand, demonstrate the ﬂexibility of the
designer’s trademark tropical architecture and showcase
a diverse set of modern forms that resonate deeply with
the local landscape and make use of water as a unifying
and harmonizing element. The book contains a wealth of
drawings and plans that detail the innovative construction
techniques, and the resulting houses are captured in a
breathtaking series of photographs showing the use of
spaces and materials as well as the spectacular sites on
which they sit.

• The latest monograph of one of the architects
considered a real “master” in residential architecture
• All his previous books sold out and re-printed
• The book documents these brilliant houses so well that
become a common reference and tool among architects
looking for inspiration and well crafted solutions
• Spectacular photography and a well balanced content
of text, drawings and cultural background on each
house location
• A book that expands beyond the usual art, design and
architecture audience to reach any of those in-love with
spectacular settings and living spaces
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Expo 2010 Shanghai was the most ambitious world exposition to date with more than 70 million visitors. It boasted an
unprecedented collection of pavilions that represented the
ambitions of individual nations as well a collective vision for
cities in the new millennium. Together, the buildings constitute a cross section of contemporary trends in architecture,
showcasing a full spectrum of cutting edge technology,
building materials, and design sensibilities. This book captures this extraordinary architectural event with the eloquent
and probing photography of Nic Lehoux. The thorough
documentation includes detailed photographic accounts of
the various architectural features and the public spaces and
landscapes that bind them into a total and unique environment. The accompanying essay situates the event in a long
standing tradition of world expositions while underscoring
the particular geographic, cultural, and political aspects of
the Chinese context that shape the Shanghai Expo and its
thematic orientation.

• A book full of creativity, innovation, and intelligent
contemporary solutions
• The projects included display the work of some
of the most respected contemporary leaders in the
architecture discourse
• All the photography was specially made for this
book by one of the most influential architectural
photographers today: Nic Lehoux
• Each selected project is well documented with
complete set of drawings, photographs and images of
the design and construction process
• While trends change rapidly, the ideas behind these
strong project selected will make this publication “timeless”

A speciﬁc region’s environmental needs often lead to a
regional vernacular architecture that embraces a common
style. Yet, Hutker Architects, Inc., has designed over 200
homes in coastal New England that avoid a single style.
The twenty-ﬁve diverse residential projects in this book
illustrate a process – not a preordained style. The common
thread running through the Hutker projects is the use of
the life equity principle: a home should generate social and
emotional equity over time. The conversation between the
architect and each client reveals the way to design and build
this home once well to ensure positive and enduring social
and emotional outcomes. A home with life equity provides
for the owner’s long-term needs, both physical and psychological, uses materials best suited to the spaces needed,
and accommodates ever-changing family arrangements.
Hutker homes ﬁt clients so well, that they are rarely sold
outside the families that build them. Whether small or large,
owners treat these homes as heirlooms to be preserved and
handed down to the next generation.

• The book celebrates 25 years of outstanding
architectural practice by Mark Hutker, FAIA
• Includes 25 waterfront properties in spectacular
coastal settings of New England
• Thorough presentation of each project with
exceptional photography and drawings
• Diversity of solutions spanning from new regional
vernacular to modernism
• Extraordinary graphics and production including a
clamshell box for the entire print run
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The work of the faculty of the Bernard and Anne Spitzer
School of Architecture represents the perfect blend of
rigorous academic ideas and practical application of these
theories within the public realm. This book and the accompanying exhibition are the products of the faculty’s professional
work: vibrant, intellectually rich, professionally accomplished,
and theoretically inclined. Architects who teach utilize the
academy as a laboratory for their ideas based on experience
garnered from practice. Speciﬁc ideas in some of the built
and unbuilt works appear as studio projects where they can
be explored more fully, often unencumbered by the practical
realities of clients, budgets, and programs. The school is
a perfect setting for the architect working in the ﬁeld who
brings professional acumen to the rariﬁed experiments of the
academic studio.

• The book is the result of an exhibit of the faculty work
of the Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture
at the City College of New York
• Features works across many disciplines including
architecture, landscape architecture, urban design and
sustainability
• The first ever group show by the school’s highlyrespected faculty
• Many projects are previously unpublished works
• The works reveal the breadth and depth of design
thinking of the faculty of this illustrious design school
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